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Agenda
___________________________________________________________________
To all Members of the

STANDING ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (SACRE)
Notice is given that a Meeting of the above Committee is to be held as follows:
Venue:

Virtual Meeting Via Microsoft Teams

Date:

Thursday, 11th November, 2021

Time:

4.30 pm

The meeting will be held remotely via Microsoft Teams. Members and Officers
will be advised on the process to follow to attend the SACRE Committee. Any
Members of the Public or Press wishing to attend the meeting by teleconference
should contact Governance Services on 01302 736723/737462/736716 for further
details.
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Primary RE course - Lat Blaylock
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Date and time of next meeting
Thursday, 17th February, 2022 at 4.30 p.m.

Members of the Standing Advisory Council on Religious Education (SACRE)

Councillors Jane Cox, Sue Knowles, Tracey Moran and Glynis Smith
Mrs P Kaur, Sikh
Mr S Syed, Muslim
Mr B Teimoori, Baha’l
Lucy Saxton, Roman Catholic
Mary Sivaanbu, Hindu
Mr Joel Ward, Baptist
Ms J Crowther, Church of England
Mr Andy Wright, Church of England
Ms A Nicolson, National Union of Teachers
Ms Sally Faulkner, National Association of School Masters/Union of Women
Teachers
Ms Tara Moxon, National Education Union
Ms Danielle Heath - National Education Union
Mr Bob Kiddle, Humanist (Co-opted)

Agenda Item 5
DONCASTER METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL
STANDING ADVISORY COUNCIL ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (SACRE)
THURSDAY, 25TH FEBRUARY, 2021
A MEETING of the STANDING ADVISORY COUNCIL ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
(SACRE) was held at the 007A AND B - CIVIC OFFICE on THURSDAY, 25TH
FEBRUARY, 2021, at 4.30 pm.
PRESENT:
Chair - Councillor John Gilliver
Vice-Chair - Father Dan Parkinson

Councillors Lani-Mae Ball and Mrs Sally Faulkner.

APOLOGIES:
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Mr Richard Iball and
Mrs Pahani Kaur.
Also in Attendance:Lat Blaylock and Mr Bob Kiddle.

20

Declarations of Interest.
There were no declarations made at the meeting.

21

Minutes of the meeting held on 12th November, 2020.
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting on 12th November, 2020, be approved as
a true record.

22

Presentation on Humanism - Bob Kiddle
The Committee received a presentation from Mr Bob Kiddle, a local Humanist who had
expressed an interest in sitting on the Committee in representation of the Humanist Faith.
Mr Kiddle gave an overview of Humanism, explaining its beliefs, philosophy and views and
explained that the Humanist view largely centred around morality, humanity and how people
could live a full, good and happy life, full of liberty, peace and freedom as a result of seeing
goodness in other people and the world around us and following a strong moral code.
Following the presentation, Members of the Committee were invited to put any questions to Mr
Kiddle and an interesting and worthwhile discussion ensued. Members felt that it would be a
worthwhile inclusion in the Religious Education Curriculum, which was now exploring wider
views and a broader scope to provoke greater thinking amongst children and young people.
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The Committee felt that the addition of Mr Kiddle in representation of the Humanist Faith
would be a positive addition to the Committee and agreed that it would be worthwhile to
explore this further.
RESOLVED that the presentation be noted.
23

National Updates from RE Today: Spring 2021 - Lat Blaylock.
Lat Blaylock, RE Today, provided an overview of the Spring Update and outlined to Members
the key issues presenting themselves nationally at the current time.
The following issues were raised on which Lat gave a broader explanation:







Subject Enhancement
RE Connecting
Anti-Racism Training
The role of SACRE
Understanding Christian Resources
National Curriculum Symposium on RE
Lockdown Learning Resources

Following the information provided Members were given the opportunity to ask any further
questions and seek further information.
RESOLVED that the update provided be noted
24

RE Today: Collective Workshop Guidance - Lat Blaylock.
Lat Blaylock, RE Today, provided information to the Committee with regard to Collective
Workshop. This was a substantive item of thinking and was needed in schools nationally in
order to ensure schools worked to uphold a number of values. It was reported that many
people had the view that the concept of worship could only be had in religion and it was more
the concept of working towards the values it represented, worth being one of them.
An online publication was available, and outlined a number of themes and strategies looking
closely at the concept of school assemblies. This was a good place for there to be a shared
and vibrant aspect of learning where children could learn collectively.
There was a great deal of good practice of this style of collective learning in Primary Schools
and has been a long term tradition that has been upheld by many schools, giving children a
chance to come together as one.
It was hoped that moving forward that schools could use the Collective Workshop Guidance to
build a central school community, moving upwards from Primary to Secondary schools and
using the assembly as a useful learning tool.
Members welcomed the proposals contained within the presentation and the Committee were
in agreement to move this proposal forward and promote this aspect of Religious Education in
schools.
Members were informed that this would be published on the RE Today website and was free
to access for all schools. It would be publicised through local bulletins to head teachers across
Doncaster and communicated on Edulog to schools.
It was acknowledged that this was a good piece of work and was a great resource that would
have a positive effect.
A. 2
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RESOLVED that the Committee support the proposal to promote the Collective
Workshop Guidance in schools and encourage schools to engage with the
recommendations.
25

Any Other Business
The Committee noted that this was the last meeting of the Municipal Year and a number of
changes would be made to the Membership of the Committee following the elections in May.
The Chair, Councillor Gilliver informed the Committee that he was not standing for re-election
and this would be his last meeting.
Additionally the Vice Chair, Father Dan Parkinson also informed Members that he was
standing down as he was being posted to another post and would no longer be residing in
Doncaster.
Members of the Committee conveyed their thanks to the Chair and Vice Chair and wished
them well for the future.

26

Date and time of next meeting
The next meeting of the Committee would take place on Thursday, 1 July, 2021 at 4.30 pm.
The venue would be communicated to Members nearer the time.

CHAIR:

DATE:

A. 3
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DONCASTER METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL
STANDING ADVISORY COUNCIL ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (SACRE)
THURSDAY, 1ST JULY, 2021
A MEETING of the STANDING ADVISORY COUNCIL ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
(SACRE) was held at the COUNCIL CHAMBER, CIVIC OFFICE on THURSDAY, 1ST
JULY, 2021, at 4.30 pm.
PRESENT:
Chair – Councillor Jane Cox

Councillors Tracey Moran and Glynis Smith
Sally Faulkner - National Association of School Masters/Union of Women Teachers
Andy Wright - Church of Engalnd
Co-opted - Bob Kiddle - Humanist
Also in attendance
Paul Ruane - Head of Learning Provision, Learning & Opportunities
Sameena Choudry - Learning Standards & Effectiveness Officer
Andrew Sercombe – Governance Services Manager
APOLOGIES:
Apologies for absence were received from Ms Joanne Crowther, Mr A Depledge,
Mr Richard Iball and Ms L Saxton
Quoracy: As a quorum was not established, it was agreed that the information only
items would be discussed but no voting or formal resolution of any items on the agenda
would be transacted.
1

APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR
AGREED that Councillor Jane Cox be appointed Chair for the meeting.

2

APPOINTMENT OF VICE-CHAIR
AGREED that the appointment of Vice-Chair be deferred to the next meeting of
the SACRE.

3

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 25TH FEBRUARY 2021
AGREED that the minutes be noted and recommended for consideration at the
next formal meeting.

A. 1
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4

APPOINTMENT OF NEW REPRESENTATIVES AND MEMBERSHIP UPDATE.
SACRE was updated on the following changes to its membership:
Mr Andy Wright – Anglican (Church of England)
Mr Joel Ward - Baptist
Mr Bob Kiddle – Humanist (co-opted member with no voting rights)
RECOMMENDED that this information be noted.

5

PRESENTATION ON THE ROLE OF SACRE (TO BE PRESENTED AT THE
MEETING) - SAMEENA CHOUDRY
Sameena Choudry delivered a presentation on the role of SACRE that included the
following areas:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Legal Background
Role and purpose including statutory responsibilities and key functions.
Current position
Future Challenges facing SACRE locally and nationally: these included
enhancing membership, continued implementation of the syllabus,
effective monitoring arrangements of syllabus delivery and teaching of
RE in schools
The Role of RE Today
Next Steps.

During discussion the following issues were raised:
It was reported that both nationally and locally a number of secondary schools were
struggling to ensure statutory arrangements were in place for teaching RE.
In terms of developing the role of SACRE the following suggestions were put forward:
•
•
•
•

Schools be asked about their expectations of SACRE to help shape the
work of SACRE.
Representatives from different faiths be encouraged to attend schools to
broaden knowledge and understanding of RE .
Consideration be given to developing a directory of the different faiths in
the Borough and places of worship to promote awareness in schools.
Wider initiatives should be developed to promote the role of SACRE in
schools.

A number of SACRE meetings had been inquorate and this prevented its
effectiveness. Discussion took place around appointing to outstanding vacancies, and
Members using their contacts to encourage individuals to come forward and
understand barriers to attendance and engagement.
Those present expressed a view that further benefits would be seen by ensuring the
role of RE was promoted in school to help children learn about world religions and as
well as promoting morals, citizenship and equalities and diversity.
Members were informed, that a copy of the current syllabus and the presentation
would be forwarded to them after the meeting.
A. 2
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RECOMMENDED that the information be noted.
6

OVERVIEW OF AGREED SYLLABUS - PAUL RUANE AND LAT BLAYLOCK
(VERBAL)
Paul Ruane and Lat Blaylock provided Members with an overview of the agreed
syllabus which was agreed in 2019. It was explained this is compulsory for community
schools and academies are invited to use it in order to meet their statutory
requirements for teaching RE. The syllabus covers the 6 main religions: Judaism,
Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism and Sikhism
In response to a question it was confirmed that whilst they do not need to adopt the
Local authorities RE Syllabus, academies are required to deliver RE. A number of
secondary schools were not meeting their legal requirements in this respect and there
was evidence that in future Ofsted would be placing greater emphasis on teaching of
RE in schools.
Further information was requested on the reasons for the decline in popularity for RE
as a GCSE subject. It was reported that
•
•
•
•

For young people the popularity of studying RE as a GCSE had been in
decline for a number of years.
Historically schools were under pressure to focus on other areas such as
maths, English and sciences.
There was a shortage of dedicated RE provision in schools.
RE was not a Baccalaureate GCSE subject and therefore considered as
less important than other subjects.

In respect of the need for schools to undertake collective worship Members were
informed that this needed to reflect a predominantly Christian faith. Children could
however, opt to be excluded from this activity.
RECOMMENDED that the information be noted.
7

NATIONAL RE UPDATES FOR SACRES - SUMMER 2021 - LAT BLAYLOCK.
Lat Blaylock provided an overview of the National RE updates.
RECOMMENDED that this information be received and noted.

8

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION 2021/22 (FOR DISCUSSION)
Establishing membership and encouraging attendance was identified as a key priority
moving forward and included the following actions:



A short briefing note to be provided to Members outlining the roles of SACRE to
be used when encouraging individual’s to fill vacancies. (Paul Ruane /Sameena
Choudry)
Seek to identify any barriers to attendance (Paul Ruane/Sameena Choudry)
Date and time of future meetings to be circulated in advance to all Members
(Governance)
A. 3
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DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 11 November, 2021 at 4.30pm

CHAIR:

DATE:

A. 4
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

DfE EYFS Requirements and Guidance applied to RE
RE in the Early Years Foundation Stage: A legal requirement in the Foundation Year
This guidance has been written by RE Today for schools using our RE services.
Pupils should encounter religions and worldviews through exploring special people, books, times,
places and objects and by visiting places of worship. They should listen to and talk about religious
stories. Pupils can be introduced to new vocabulary including subject specific words and use all
their senses to explore beliefs, practices and forms of expression. They can ask questions and
reflect on their own feelings and experiences. They use their imagination and curiosity to develop
their appreciation of and wonder at the natural world in which they live.
Religious Education is, unlike the subjects of the National Curriculum, a legal requirement for all
pupils on the school roll: this includes all those in the reception year.
In line with the DfE’s new 2021 Early Years Foundation Stage framework schools are to plan RE
opportunities through purposeful play and a mix of adult guided and child-initiated activity
through the 7 areas of learning. Schools are required to plan their curriculum, including RE,
through the Educational Programmes in the Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation
Stage.
Your learning intentions for RE planning will be developed from the 7 areas of learning in the
Early Years DfE Development Matters document (2021). Teachers and schools will find our more
detailed examples (in an appendix to the syllabus) useful, but these map the territory. RE Today
Agreed Syllabuses give support and suggested examples of planning in this important area.

1
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

RE can be taught through all areas of the curriculum, developing children’s key skills and knowledge through
the following possible opportunities.
Prime area: Communication and Language. RE enables children to:
• Develop their spoken language through quality conversation in a language-rich environment, gaining new
vocabulary about religion and worldviews
• Engage actively with stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems from the RE field, taking opportunities to use
and embed new words in a range of contexts
• Share their ideas via conversation, story-telling and role play, responding to support and modelling from their
teacher, and sensitive questioning that invites them to elaborate their thoughts in the RE field
• Become comfortable using a rich range of vocabulary and language structures in relation to RE content.
• Offer explanations and answers to ‘why’ questions about religious stories, non-fiction, rhymes, songs and
poems.
Prime area: Personal, Social and Emotional Development. RE enables children to:
• Observe and join in warm and supportive relationships with adults and learn how to understand their own
feelings and those of others
• Manage emotions and develop a positive sense of self, understanding their own feelings and those of others
e.g. through religious story
• Talk and think about simple values as they learn how to make good friendships, co-operate and resolve
conflicts peaceably
• Notice and respond to ideas about caring, sharing and kindness from RE content including stories, sayings
and songs.
Prime area: Physical Development. RE enables children to:
• Use and develop their motor skills through RE based arts and craft activities and, for example, small world
play, visual representations of their ideas and thoughts, role play
Specific area: Literacy. RE enables children to:
• Build their abilities in language comprehension through talking with adults about the world around them,
including the world of religion and belief
• Engage with stories and non-fiction in RE settings and enjoy rhymes, poems and songs together.
• Build their skills in RE-related word reading, recognizing religious words and discovering new vocabulary in
relation to religions and worldviews
• Articulate ideas and use RE examples to write simple phrases or sentences that can be read by others.
Specific area: Mathematics. RE enables children to:
• Develop their spatial reasoning skills, noticing shape, space and measures in relation to RE content
• Look for patterns and relationships and spot connections, sorting and ordering objects simply.
Specific area: Understanding the World. RE enables children to:
• Make sense of their physical world and their community, e.g. on visits to places of worship, or by meeting
members of religious communities
• Listen to a broad selection of stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems to foster understanding of our
culturally, socially and ecologically diverse world.
• Extend their knowledge and familiarity with words that support understanding of religion and belief
• Talk about the lives of people around them, understanding characters and events from stories.
• Know some similarities and differences between different religious and cultural communities in this country,
drawing on their experiences and what has been read and experienced in class.
• Explore the natural world around them making observations of animals and plants, environments and
seasons, making space for responses of joy, wonder, awe and questioning.
Specific area: Expressive Arts and Design. RE enables children to:
• Develop artistic and cultural awareness in relation to RE materials in relation to art, music, dance, imaginative
play, and role- play and stories to represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings.
• Build their imagination and creativity by exploring and playing with a wide range of media and materials using
RE content, responding in a variety of ways to what they see, hear, smell, touch and taste.
• See, hear and participate in a wide range of examples of religious and spiritual expression, developing their
understanding, self-expression, vocabulary and ability to communicate through the arts.
• Create work drawing from religions and beliefs with a variety of materials and tools, sharing their creations
and explaining the meaning of their work.
• Adapt and recount religious stories inventively, imaginatively and expressively, and sing, perform and learn
from well-known songs in RE imaginatively and expressively.

2
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

Prime areas of learning and their
Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
associated developmental steps taken
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
from the suggested reception guidance do to support children’s learning in RE.
in Development Matters.
Communication and Language
Reading frequently to children, and
engaging them actively in stories, nonIn RE teachers might:
fiction, rhymes and poems, and then
• Give children
providing them with extensive
opportunities to listen
opportunities to use and embed new
with enjoyment to
words in a range of contexts, will give
stories, songs and
children the opportunity to thrive.
poems from different
religious communities
Through conversation, story-telling and
and traditions;
role play, where children share their
• Expect children to respond
ideas with support and modelling from
to religious stories, songs and poems with relevant
their teacher, and sensitive questioning
comments, questions or actions;
that invites them to elaborate, children
• In both whole class and small group settings, children have
become comfortable using a rich range
chances to use talk to organise, sequence and clarify
of vocabulary and language structures.
thinking, ideas, feelings and events in religious stories and
other materials;
Children will have opportunities to:
• Enable children to attend to their own play in which their
• Participate in small group, class and
experience and learning in RE is used to grow their
one-to-one discussions, offering
understanding, e.g in home corner activities, singing, craft
their own ideas, using recently
or role playing.
introduced vocabulary;
• Give children opportunities to answer ‘who’, ‘how’, ‘when’,
• Offer explanations for why things
and ‘what’ questions about their experiences in response
might happen, making use of
to religious stories, celebrations and ideas from different
recently introduced vocabulary from
traditions and communities;
stories, non-fiction, rhymes and
• Enable children to use the new words they learn about
poems when appropriate;
religion and belief to talk about ‘why’ questions
• Express their ideas and feelings
• Give children opportunities to use the words they are
about their experiences using full
learning about spirituality and values to talk about how
sentences, including use of past,
they and others show feelings;
present and future tenses and
• Encourage children to develop their own narratives in
making use of conjunctions, with
relation to stories they hear from different communities,
modelling and support from their
including through play.
teacher.
• Set up the classroom so that children can share stories and
play activities arising from them which make them think
about the words they use.
• Across a range of topics, encourage children to learn and
begin to use new vocabulary associated with RE, including
places of worship, ceremonies, celebrations and festivals,
holy books, buildings, objects and times and people’s
words to describe their ideas about God.

3
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

Prime areas of learning and their
Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
associated developmental steps taken
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
from the suggested reception guidance do to support children’s learning in RE.
in Development Matters.
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Through adult modelling and guidance,
In RE teachers might:
children will learn how to look after
• Give opportunities for
their bodies, including healthy eating,
children to use a range
and manage personal needs
of emotional language
independently. Through supported
to express their
interaction with other children they
feelings;
learn how to make good friendships, co- • Enable pupils to
operate and resolve conflicts peaceably.
recognise that their
These attributes will provide a secure
behaviour has an impact
platform from which children can
on others, for example by
achieve at school and in later life.
noticing empathic behaviour in religious story
Children will have opportunities to:
• Encourage children to talk about their own and others’
• Show an understanding of their own
behaviour and its consequences, and know that some
feelings and those of others, and
behaviour is unacceptable;
begin to regulate their behaviour
• Enable children to think and talk about taking turns,
accordingly;
waiting for others and listening – aspects of dialogue and
• Set and work towards simple goals,
behaviour encouraged in many religious codes of living
being able to wait for what they
• Encourage children to follow simple instructions e.g when
want and control their immediate
taking part in a role play: how does the Vicar baptise the
impulses when appropriate;
baby? What does Mum do to celebrate Shabbat?
• Give focused attention to what the
• Enable children to think about values such as patience,
teacher says, responding
perseverance and to notice what difference these values
appropriately even when engaged
make, using religious story, song or prayer as ‘raw material’
in activity, and show an ability to
for thinking.
follow instructions involving several • Think about our rules and why we need them, using
ideas or actions.
examples of rules from religions to consider issues of right
• Be confident to try new activities
and wrong and why these questions matter;
and show independence, resilience
• Give children opportunities to learn about how and why we
and perseverance in the face of
choose what we eat, including for example vegetarian
challenge;
practice in Hindu tradition or religious stories about
• Explain the reasons for rules, know
Creation and the importance of the Earth.
right from wrong and try to behave • Give children chances to develop their awareness of their
accordingly;
own needs, views and feelings and to be sensitive to those
• Manage their own basic hygiene
of others so that they find the value of co-operation.
and personal needs, including
• Encourage play in teams and in co-operative games and
dressing, going to the toilet and
ways of enjoying each other’s company.
understanding the importance of
• Enable children to recognise difference simply, and to have
healthy food choices.
a developing respect for their own cultures and beliefs, and
• Work and play cooperatively and
those of other people.
take turns with others;
• Encourage children to show sensitivity to others’ needs and
• Form positive attachments to adults
feelings, as – in play and other means - they form positive
and friendships with peers;
relationships.
• Show sensitivity to their own and to
others’ needs.
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

Prime areas of learning and their
associated developmental steps taken
from the suggested reception guidance
in Development Matters.
Physical activity is vital in children’s allround development, enabling them to
pursue happy, healthy and active lives.
Sensory explorations, games and
opportunities for play both indoors and
outdoors develop social and emotional
well-being. Varied opportunities to
explore and play with small world
activities, puzzles, music making, arts
and crafts each allow children to
develop confidence.
Children will have opportunities to:
• Use and develop their motor skills
through RE based arts and craft
activities and, for example, small world
play, visual representations of their
ideas and thoughts, role play and games
• Use and be more aware of all their
senses in their learning
• Show sensitivity to others in their team
work and play
• Think, talk and act in relation to social
and emotional topics in ways that
enable their own wellbeing and the
wellbeing of others.

Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
do to support children’s learning in RE.
Physical Development
In RE teachers might:
• Encourage play in
teams and in cooperative games
and ways of
enjoying each
other’s company,
and talk about the
values related to
this kind of team
work.
• Use and talk about the senses of tough, taste, smell, sight
and hearing as they explore examples of religious worship,
practice and behaviour.
• Encourage children to show sensitivity to others’ needs and
feelings, as – in play and other means - they form positive
relationships.
• Enable children to think, talk and act in ways that build up
their understanding the values and ways of life that make
for our wellbeing – religious teachings speak often about
these topics.

5
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

Specific areas of learning and their
associated developmental steps taken
from the suggested reception guidance
in Development Matters.
Reading consists of two dimensions:
language comprehension and word
reading. Language comprehension
(necessary for both reading and writing)
starts from birth. It only develops when
adults talk with children about the
world around them and the books
(stories and non-fiction) they read with
them, and enjoy rhymes, poems and
songs together. Skilled word reading,
taught later, involves both the speedy
working out of the pronunciation of
unfamiliar printed words (decoding)
and the speedy recognition of familiar
printed words. Writing involves
transcription (spelling and handwriting)
and composition (articulating ideas and
structuring them in speech, before
writing).
Children will have opportunities to:
• Demonstrate understanding of
what has been read to them by
retelling stories and narratives using
their own words and recently
introduced vocabulary;
• Anticipate – where appropriate –
key events in stories;
• Use and understand recently
introduced vocabulary during
discussions about stories, nonfiction, rhymes and poems and
during role-play.
• Read aloud simple sentences and
books that are consistent with their
phonic knowledge, including some
common exception words.
• Write simple phrases and sentences
that can be read by others.

Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
do to support children’s learning in RE.
Literacy
In RE teachers might:
• Give children access to a
wide range of books,
poems and other
written materials from
many religious sources
to ignite their interest.
• Enable them to listen to
religious stories carefully
so that they can use new
vocabulary to retell the stories
• Encourage children to notice, talk about and understand
some of meanings, feelings and pleasures of the stories
they engage with.
• Tell stories in parts, inviting children to anticipate: what
might Jesus do next? What happens to Rama and Sita in
the next chapter do you think? Will Moses ever escape?
• Discuss religious stories, songs and poems with pupils so
that they can think about meanings, words and people in
their own ways, including developing their learning
through play.
• Introduce pupils to a small number of carefully chosen key
words about each religion, so that they can recognise and
sound these words in their RE
Examples of these words might be:
• Religion / holy book / festival / sacred place
• Christian / Jesus / Bible / God / Church
• Jewish / Torah / Moses / King David / G-d / Shabbat
(NB: many Jewish people write ‘G-d’ to avoid using
the full holy divine name)
• Muslim / Islam / Prophet / Qur’an / Mosque
•
•
•

Use some RE examples to enable pupils to practice their
letters and spellings
Encourage pupils to write simple phrases or sentences
which can be read by others from the work they do with
religious stories, artefacts, songs
Build on children’s play by giving the opportunities for
simple writing of new words, names, or labels for religious
material they are discovering.

6
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

Specific areas of learning and their
associated developmental steps taken
from the suggested reception guidance
in Development Matters.
It is important that the curriculum
includes rich opportunities for children
to develop their spatial reasoning skills
across all areas of mathematics
including shape, space and measures. It
is important that children develop
positive attitudes and interests in
mathematics, look for patterns and
relationships, spot connections, ‘have a
go’, talk to adults and peers about what
they notice and not be afraid to make
mistakes.
Children will have opportunities to:
• Compare quantities up to 10 in
different contexts, recognising
when one quantity is greater than,
less than or the same as the other
quantity;
• Explore and represent patterns
within numbers up to 10, including
evens and odds, double facts and
how quantities can be distributed
equally.

Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
do to support children’s learning in RE.
Mathematics
This is not a major area of
contribution for RE to
children’s development, but
there are lots of connections
between these areas and
good learning in RE. Some
brief examples ore given.
•

•
•

Give children chances to
recognise, create and describe some patterns found in
religion, for example in repeated patterns in Islamic design
or in counting games used by Jewish children at festivals
Ask children to describe spaces which are holy for different
communities, e.g. a Church, Mosque or synagogue from a
photo, using their vocabulary of space and number
Enable children to practice simple sorting and ordering
activities using some religious materials and key numbers,
for example sorting artefacts or counting items used in
religious festivals.
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Early Years and RE: Guidance and examples based upon the new EYFS Framework September 2021
RE Today Lat Blaylock ©

Specific areas of learning and their
associated developmental steps taken
from the suggested reception guidance
in Development Matters.

Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
do to support children’s learning in RE.

Understanding the World
Understanding the world involves
Past and present in RE
guiding children to make sense of their
• Enable children to talk
physical world and their community.
about similarities and
The frequency and range of children’s
differences between
personal experiences increases their
themselves and others,
knowledge and sense of the world
among families,
around them – from visiting parks,
communities and religions;
libraries and museums to meeting
• Give children opportunities
important members of society such as
to know about the past, e.g
police officers, nurses and firefighters.
through the stories told about religious festivals about
In addition, listening to a broad
Gurus, Prophets, gods and goddesses or key religious
selection of stories, non-fiction, rhymes
leaders
and poems will foster their
• Encourage children to join i8n experiences like reunderstanding of our culturally, socially,
enactments, role play, dressing up and other playful
technologically and ecologically diverse
learning about religion and cultures;
world. As well as building important
• Provide a rich story telling and play environment for
knowledge, this extends their familiarity
children to think about religions and their ‘long time ago’
with words that support understanding
aspects;
across domains. Enriching and widening • Encourage children to talk about characters, values and
children’s vocabulary will support later
feelings in stories.
reading comprehension.
People, cultures and communities in RE
Children will have opportunities to:
• Use and develop the potential for local study of places of
• Past and present: Talk about the
worship or aspects of cultural diversity;
lives of the people around them and • Enable visits to observe interiors and exteriors of buildings
their roles in society;
used for worship;
• Know some similarities and
• Give children opportunities to hear stories from different
differences between things in the
religious communities in the local area
past and now, drawing on their
• Enable pupils to identify different features of holy places,
experiences and what has been
comparing old and modern and talking about preferences;
read in class;
• Enrich children’s knowledge of different religions, for
• Understand the past through
example Christians, Muslims, Jewish people, and their
settings, characters and events
presence in communities in your local area or wider region
encountered in books read in class
• Tell children stories about religions and beliefs in other
and storytelling.
countries, for example about how Christmas or Eid or Divali
• Learn about people culture and
are celebrated in different parts of the world;
communities: Describe their
• Use simple maps, religious artefacts, stories told in varied
immediate environment using
ways (e.g. with puppets, songs, video or drama) to deepen
knowledge from observation,
children’s knowledge of religions.
discussion, stories, non-fiction texts The Natural World in RE
and maps;
• Enable children to explore what is beautiful, fascinating,
• Know some similarities and
wonderful or mysterious about the natural world, selecting
differences between different
and talking about plants, animals and ‘wonders of the
religious and cultural communities
world’ in ways that are open to awe and wonder
in this country, drawing on their
• Enable learning by reading and talking about creation
experiences and what has been
stories from different religions that celebrate the beauty
read in class;
and gifts of the natural worlds and humanity’s place within
• Explain some similarities and
it.
differences between life in this
• Provide for children to play out of doors and to carry their
country and life in other countries,
learning into play using modelling clay, mud and water,
drawing on knowledge from stories,
Page 16
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•

•

•

non-fiction texts and – when
appropriate – maps.
Learn about the Natural World:
Explore the natural world around
them, making observations and
drawing pictures of animals and
plants;
Know some similarities and
differences between the natural
world around them and contrasting
environments, drawing on their
experiences and what has been
read in class;
Understand some important
processes and changes in the
natural world around them,
including the seasons and changing
states of matter.

•

•

•

sand and natural materials to enjoy the natural world and
to think and talk about what nature means to us
Give children opportunities to recognise that many
religious people give thanks (to God) for the natural world
and its beauty, fruitfulness and the pleasure it gives us, for
example through Harvest Festivals, prayers, and caring for
the earth.
Show children how to express personal responses to the
natural world, talking, choosing a word to write or
reflecting quietly on their favourite fruits, flowers, birds,
animals, places, kinds of weather and so on. What makes
these natural things precious and special?
Encourage children are encouraged to notice and talk
about the feelings of wonder and awe that come from the
natural world – a tree, a chick, a bird, a pet. They
experience the Earth and its fruitfulness in simple ways,
and ask questions about these experiences.

9
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Specific areas of learning and their
Advise and suggestions: EYFS and the RE Curriculum
associated developmental steps taken
This advice provides examples of what teachers might plan and
from the suggested reception guidance do to support children’s learning in RE.
in Development Matters.
Expressive Arts and Design
The development of children’s artistic
and cultural awareness supports their
• Give children the chance to
imagination and creativity. It is
bring their learning from RE
important that children have regular
into their creative and craft
opportunities to engage with the arts,
activities using any
enabling them to explore and play with
materials – card and tissue,
a wide range of media and materials.
paint and colour, natural
The quality and variety of what children
found objects, toys and
see, hear and participate in is crucial for
prints – to explore religious
developing their understanding, selfstory, practice, objects and artefacts.
expression, vocabulary and ability to
• Enable children to talk about and share what they make,
communicate through the arts. The
simply connecting it to the festivals, celebrations and
frequency, repetition and depth of their
ceremonies they learn about from Jews, Christians or
experiences are fundamental to their
Muslims
progress in interpreting and
• In role play, give children chances to use props and
appreciating what they hear, respond to
materials to be David and Goliath, Rama and Sita, Moses
and observe.
and Pharaoh, Mary and Joseph. Enliven religious character,
Children will have opportunities to:
narrative, values and stories through the children’s own
• Safely use and explore a variety of
creativity and play
materials, tools and techniques,
Being imaginative and expressive in RE
experimenting with colour, design,
• Enable children to use their imagination in art, music,
texture, form and function;
dance, imaginative play, and role- play and stories to
• Share their creations, explaining the
represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings;
process they have used;
• Provide possibilities for children to respond in a variety
• Make use of props and materials
imaginative and expressive ways to what they see, hear,
when role playing characters in
smell, touch and taste;
narratives and stories.
• Show children how expressing feelings of joy, happiness,
• Be Imaginative and Expressive:
love, togetherness – and also of sadness, disappointment
Invent, adapt and recount narratives
or sorrow can groups etc, when responding to themes
and stories with peers and their
from stories;
teacher;
• Make it possible for children to respond in dance,
• Sing a range of well-known nursery
movement and music to religious music, celebrations and
rhymes and songs;
festivities, including examples which are joyful, exciting
• Perform songs, rhymes, poems and
and lively but also reflective and prayerful;
stories with others, and – when
• Give children chances to listen to a range of religious /
appropriate – try to move in time
cultural music or observing dance, for example Hindu
with music.
dance and hand gestures, Jewish music for joyful or sad
occasions, Christian movement and action songs.
Lat Blaylock RE Today 2021 ©
Special thanks for advice and support from Sara Baber, Sandwell Education
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Pupils with SEND and Religious Education
Pupils with SEND are entitled to receive Religious Education based upon the Locally Agreed Syllabus
as far as it is practicable. This entitlement applies to all pupils, whether they are educated in
mainstream schools or special school settings. We believe that RE can provide challenging and
nurturing learning opportunities for every pupil, and we seek creative and well thought out ways of
providing for these entitlements to RE, so that every pupil can benefit from the opportunities for
personal development the subject provides.
Two principles: good RE seeks to be holistic and inclusive
•

•

Holistic RE focuses on the pupil as a whole, rather than only focusing on specific elements. A
holistic vision of pupils’ development considers all aspects of their individual needs, including
how they interrelate with each other and the factors that influence them, and how this affects
how they learn. Whether learners are part of a community of faith or not, RE offers them
appropriate ways to engage with religion and belief and connects to every individual’s need for
spiritual, moral, social and cultural development.
Inclusive RE recognises all pupils’ entitlements to learning that respects diversity, enables
participation, removes barriers and anticipates and considers a variety of educational needs and
preferences. RE offers all learners a space in which they are included, valued and respected.

Section A: Guidance for pupils not engaged in subject specific study
Following the Rochford Review (2019), the government announced plans to introduce the engagement
model. This is a new form of assessment for pupils working below the standard of the national
curriculum tests and not engaged in subject-specific study. It replaces the Performance Scale’s steps 1
to 4 (often called ‘P’ scales) and will be statutory from 2022.
Further general details of the Engagement model can be found here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/903
458/Engagement_Model_Guidance_2020.pdf
The engagement model celebrates the different abilities of pupils not engaged in subject specific study.
This intention is always appropriate for RE. It enables the collection of qualitative information and
evidence that should inform a teacher’s assessment of their pupils’ evidence of progress in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•

the effective use of their senses, including the use of both near and distant senses and the use
of sensory integration;
the application of physical (motor) skills to permit active participation in new experiences;
states of emotional wellbeing to facilitate sustained motivation to learn;
communication and language skills to inform thought processes.

How will pupils be assessed using the engagement model?
The engagement model has 5 areas of engagement, and pupils can show responses to experience of
RE in relation to these areas.
•
•
•
•
•

exploration
realisation
anticipation
persistence
initiation

The areas allow teachers to assess pupils’ engagement in developing new skills, knowledge and
concepts in the school’s curriculum by demonstrating how pupils are achieving specific outcomes. They
represent what is necessary for pupils to fully engage in their learning and reach their full potential.
1
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The model provides a flexible description of ways in which pupils with severe and profound learning
difficulties make progress in their education, and recognises that progress for these pupils is not
merely linear. The model does not specify a curriculum, but does offer a rounded and holistic way to
identify small steps of progress, linked to termly outcomes for these pupils, supporting and enriching
the learning pathways for non-subject specific learning. The model allows teachers to assess their own
effectiveness in connecting their teaching to the learning needs of each pupil, clarifying teachers’
understandings of the pupils’ learning journeys.
Progress through each of the 5 areas of engagement should be measured by identifying how
established the pupil is against each of the areas of engagement. This will differ for each pupil
according to their profile of needs as set out in their Education, Health and Care (EHC) plan.
The model recognises that engagement is multi-dimensional and breaks it down into 5 areas that allow
teachers, in relation to RE, to assess:
•
•

•

how well their pupils are being engaged in developing new skills, knowledge and concepts in
the school’s RE curriculum
how effective the special educational provision is in empowering their pupils to progress
against the agreed outcomes in their EHC plans and how effectively pupils are engaging with
and making progress against these plans in particular relation to RE
pupils’ achievements and progress across the 4 areas of need of the SEND code of practice
(communication and interaction, cognition and learning, social, emotional and mental health
difficulties, and sensory and/or physical needs) The four areas all connect to good RE.

The engagement model:
•
•
•
•
•

is a unique method of observation, allowing insight that improves provision for all pupils
uses a pupil-centred approach that focuses on their abilities rather than disabilities
values all sources of knowledge and information provided by those working with the pupil,
including teachers, school staff, other professionals and parents or carers
promotes consistency and a common language amongst schools and all those working with the
pupil
recognises there is a complex interaction between pupils’ physical, sensory, communication and
learning disabilities that affects how they progress

2
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The Five areas of Engagement

Exploration: which
stimuli or activities
interest and
motivate the pupil?

Realisation: what
leads the pupil to
surprise,
excitement,
delight,
amazement or
fear?

Initiation: how
does a pupil act to
bring about a
desired outcome?

Persistence: how
does the pupil
sustain their
attention or
interest in a
stimulus or
activity?

Anticipation: how
does the pupil
respond to and
make sense of
what they hear,
feel and see as an
activty begins?

Religious Education may provide opportunities for pupils to learn in all of these areas. Using outcome
statements from the early years foundation stage profile can provide helpful and relevant clarification
of learners’ progress. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stageprofile-handbook
These questions will help teachers considering the provision of experiences from RE for pupils with
SEND to focus their contribution to learning for pupils.
In what ways can RE for pupils with SEND:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

recognise the pupil’s individual needs?
show and celebrate the pupil’s success?
provide evidence of the pupil’s responses and achievements?
provide ways of comparing the pupil’s current responses with past ones in order to show
evidence of their achievements?
capture information about the quality of the pupil’s progress so the complexities and subtle
differences of individual responses can be described, interpreted and explained?
contain information and evidence that enable decisions to be made concerning the pupil’s
needs can be used to inform planning and next steps for pupils, including special educational
provision?
assist in gathering evidence for reporting the pupil’s achievements and progress against their
EHC plan as part of the annual review process?
assist in compiling evidence as part of end of academic year reporting to the pupil’s parents,
LAs and governors?

3
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Section B: Guidance for pupils beginning to engage in RE specific learning
1.

Introduction

This guidance is designed to stimulate, support and promote best practice and high standards of
achievement in RE for all pupils. It focuses on teaching and learning in RE among pupils with a range of
special educational needs and disabilities.
RE can make a powerful contribution to the learning of pupils with SEND. They can develop
understanding of religious and life issues through experiences including song and music, discussion
and talk, use of artefacts and the creative arts which cannot always be reflected in their written work.
What follows is guidance on how RE may be made more accessible for such pupils.

2.

Principles for RE and pupils with SEND.

A. Valuing the importance of RE for pupils with special needs.
RE is part of the core curriculum and is a positive entitlement for all pupils and should be taught with
the same educational purposes, validity and integrity to all. In special schools the law requires the
Agreed Syllabus to be taught ‘as far as is practicable’, and quality teaching will tailor the syllabus
carefully to the special needs of all pupils. The positive effect may be that in RE pupils with difficulties,
problems or tragedies in their young lives find the most space to explore and seek to resolve their own
conflicts.
B. Using pupils' experience of difficulty to develop their capacity to understand searching themes in RE.
There are areas in which pupils with special educational needs may show particular strengths. A pupil's
experience of difficulties or suffering could lead to a heightened awareness of searching themes in RE.
Sometimes small group work with pupils with special needs is particularly important in making space
for reflection on experience and meaning. Good RE faces difficulties sensitively, rather than ‘ducking the
issues’.
C. Building on pupils' interest in people and what they do.
Some pupils with special educational needs sometimes show more awareness of people's feelings and
a curiosity about what people do. This can lead to an interest in the effect of religious belief on people
and interest in how individual religious people lead their lives. This may involve pupils working on their
own ideas about belief and experience, considering meanings for themselves.
D. Valuing pupils' use of religious language.
Some pupils with special needs may show a lack of inhibitions in using religious and spiritual language,
such as 'soul', 'heart' and 'spirit'. This can lead them into a spiritual perception of religion and human
experience and an engagement with the symbolic.
E. Being sensitive to the variety of pupils' understanding of religious concepts.
It is difficult to generalise about the appropriateness of introducing certain religious concepts to pupils
with special needs owing to the wide range of their needs. Teachers need to be sensitive in judging the
appropriateness of different material on, for example, miracles and healing, which may be perceived
differently by pupils with different disabilities. RE seeks to develop sensitive and respectful attitudes,
and these can be exemplified by teaching which is sensitive and respectful.
F. Allowing pupils to engage with explicit religious material.
RE which lets the emotion and power of explicit religious materials loose in the classroom, and
welcomes personal responses can provide powerful opportunities for spiritual development for pupils
with a variety of special educational needs. An over-emphasis on seeing special needs pupils as
needing a 'small step' approach can block the development of a vital and dynamic form of RE. Some

4
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pupils may respond to the 'burning core' of questions that engage the imagination and often lead from
the spiritual into 'explicit RE.'
G. Promoting pupils' use of the arts as a way of expressing themselves.
Pupils with special educational needs may have an enjoyment and engagement with art, music, dance
and drama. Using these forms of expression can be very effective with special needs pupils.
H. Recognising pupils' intuitive responses to religious issues.
Pupils with special educational needs may show a more intuitive approach to religion and human
experience, and this may be expressed through questions, insights or gestures. These intuitive
moments can display leaps of learning or understanding which are at odds with their understanding of
other concepts. Some pupils with special educational needs will show a willingness to share a spiritual
response. These achievements can be celebrated and noted by the teacher, but often no written
product of achievement exists. A lack of permanent evidence of achievement does not matter in such
cases.
I.

Valuing pupils' achievement through creative forms of assessment and recording.

These forms need to he developed in order to reflect moments of intuition, insight and response. A
‘Wall of Wisdom’, where pupils' deep comments and questions about religion and human experience
are written can be displayed in class, or a photographic or video record of significant events can be
kept, or a running record in the teachers' notes.

3.

Educational contexts.

The principles set out above apply to pupils with special educational needs in all settings. These
include SEND pupils in mainstream schools, special units attached to mainstream schools, PRUs,
hospital schools and special schools. Pupils have a wide range of backgrounds and needs, including
learning, emotional and behavioural difficulties. In RE these may be accentuated by differences of home
and faith backgrounds. It is important to recognise that all pupils can achieve in RE, and teachers have
the task of unlocking that potential and facilitating that achievement.

4.

Differentiation in RE: meeting each learner’s needs.

Legislation provides an entitlement for all pupils to a broad and balanced curriculum. A wide range of
ability and experiences exists within any group of pupils. Teachers need to be able to provide equal
opportunities in learning through a flexible approach and skills which differentiate teaching and
learning, matching the challenge of RE work to individual learners’ needs.
Differentiation within RE involves meeting the individual needs of pupils in ways that are relevant to
their life experiences. Successful differentiation is dependent on planning, teaching and learning
methods and assessment. This requires:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an understanding by teachers of the ways in which pupils learn;
providing imaginative learning experiences which arouse and sustain pupils' interest;
supporting the learning which takes place in RE by what is taught in other curriculum areas.
matching work to pupils' previous experience;
an understanding of factors which may hinder or prevent pupils learning;
careful analysis of the knowledge and skills which comprise a particular learning task;
structured teaching and learning which will help pupils to achieve and to demonstrate their
learning outcomes;

5
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Differentiation strives to help all pupils to learn together through providing a variety of tasks at any
one time. Pupils can also be given some choice over what and how they learn so their learning reflects
their interests and needs.
The ethos of a school and the work of individual teachers is very influential in RE. A positive ethos
facilitates differentiated teaching through excellence in relationships based on mutual respect. Two
factors make an important contribution:
•
•

5.

attitudes to learning - a philosophy which encourages purposeful learning and celebrates effort
alongside success, as well as helping pupils take responsibility for their own engagement in
tasks;
a safe, stimulating environment which recognises individual needs of pupils, sets appropriate
challenges and builds on a positive, praising classroom culture.

Planning.

Once schools are familiar with the requirements of the RE Agreed Syllabus and have chosen which
religions are to be studied in which Key Stage, long, medium and short term planning can be put in
place which includes teaching and learning for pupils with special educational needs. Special schools
have the flexibility to modify the requirements of the Agreed Syllabus to meet their pupils’ needs, such
as selecting materials from an earlier key stage or by planning to focus on just two religions. They must
teach the syllabus ‘as far as it is practicable.’
The development of pupils' individual education programmes (IEPs) allows for RE to be provided
according to pupils’ needs, such as focusing on communication, social, sensory or other skills to which
RE can make a significant contribution. Some pupils may need additional experiences to consolidate or
extend their understanding of particular concepts, so timing needs to be flexible enough to allow for
this. Where teaching is good, the specific skills of reflection, expression and discernment will not be
neglected.
Planning should provide for:
•
•
•
•

the range of pupil ability in the group, with differentiated activities;
the past and present experience of pupils;
the family background of pupils;
the individual needs of pupils, including their special educational needs and their personal
learning plans;
• a range of opportunities to assess progress and to report to parents.
There are some commercial resources available to support this work, for example the ‘Equals’
programme offers well thought out work for SEN RE to schools.

6.

Teaching and learning approaches for pupils with SEND

A wide variety of approaches can succeed, including the use of artefacts, video, visits and visitors,
ritual, reflection, stilling and experiential activities, classroom assistants, the widest possible range of
sensory and experiential approaches, and use of ICT including internet, recorded music, a digital
camera and scanner, new video technologies, big mac switches, concept key boards and overlays. New
technologies are often created to help pupils with SEN: Good RE teaching must always seek to make
the most of them.

7.

Recording pupils' achievement.

Pupils with SEND in RE want to be able to show their achievement. Teachers need to enable pupils to
demonstrate statements of achievement and learning outcomes. For pupils with SEND, this document
provides an application of the DfE’s Engagement Model and the use of performance statements
(formerly called ‘P4-P8’). These refer to skills, knowledge and understanding in RE. Teachers can also
make special use of the Early Learning Goals applied to RE in the syllabus and the outcome statements
6
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for pupils aged 7, 11 and 14, as appropriate. It is practicable for RE outcomes to break age related
norms for pupils with SEND.
Particular outcome statements could be broken down into a number of smaller elements and steps to
work on and celebrate achievements. In good RE these could include pupils’ responses to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

experiencing an activity in RE
sharing an awareness of the activity
being a part of, or being an agent in classroom rituals for learning
using the senses in different ways related to RE experiences and content
exploring artefacts, experiences, stories, music or other stimulus materials in RE
participation in the activities in varied ways
praising and being praised, thanking and being thanked
observing or participating in an enactment of an aspect of the learning

The use of the full range of RE outcome statements may provide useful tools in enabling teachers to:
•
•
•
•

8.

plan future work with objectives, tasks and learning experiences appropriate to pupils' ability
and development;
ensure continuity and progression to the next stage;
set appropriate RE targets for pupils’ personal IEPs;
recognise pupils' levels of engagement and response.

Accreditation of RE.

The National Qualifications framework provides for entry level qualifications such as a certificate of
achievement to accredit the achievement of students at 16 whose achievement is below that of GCSE.
Entry level qualifications in RE/RS are available from several awarding bodies. These accreditation
routes award grades of pass, merit and distinction roughly equivalent to National Curriculum levels 1,
2 and 3. These qualifications may allow appropriate forms of assessments for pupils with special
needs. Local collaboration between special schools and other schools can provide support for the use
of such accreditation.

7
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Descriptions of achievements in RE for pupils with SEND who are working below
National Curriculum Outcomes
Progress for pupils with SEND engaging in a subject specific RE curriculum has been described
using ‘Performance Levels’ for some years. P Levels 1-3 have been superseded by the
Engagement Model described above, but these statements (formerly referred to as P4-8)
continue to provide flexible and useful descriptions of the ways in which pupils with SEND
show some of their achievements in RE. Teachers are advised to use these statements for
planning and teaching and learning.
Pupils learning in RE may be characterised by increasing progress described below. These
descriptions are open to interpretation by teachers and provide flexible tools for recognising
some steps towards learning and progress in RE.
Involvement is
mostly responsive
and prompted

(Formerly called
P4)
Involvement is
increasingly active
and intentional

(Formerly called
P5)
Learners are
beginning to gain
skills and
understanding

(Formerly called
P6)
Learners are
beginning to be
able to use their
skills and
understanding

(Formerly called
P7)

Pupil can:
• use single elements of communication e.g. words, gestures, signs or
symbols, to express their feelings.
• show they understand ‘yes’ and ‘no’.
• begin to respond to the feelings of others e.g. matching their emotions and
laughing when another pupil is laughing.
• join in with activities by initiating ritual actions and sounds.
• demonstrate an appreciation of stillness and quiet.
Pupils can:
• respond appropriately to simple questions about familiar religious events or
experiences and communicate simple meanings.
• respond to a variety of new religious experiences e.g. involving music,
shared emotion, drama, colour, lights, food or tactile objects.
• take part in activities involving two or three other learners.
• may also engage in moments of individual reflection.
Pupils can:
• express and communicate their feelings in different ways.
• respond to others in group situations and co-operate when working in small
groups.
• listen to, and begin to respond to, familiar religious stories, poems and
music, and make their own contribution to celebrations and festivals.
• carry out ritualised actions in familiar circumstances.
• show concern and sympathy for others in distress e.g. through gestures,
facial expressions or by offering comfort.
• start to be aware of their own influence on events and other people.
Pupils can:
• listen to and follow religious stories.
• can communicate their ideas about religion, life events and experiences in
simple phrases.
• can evaluate their own work and behaviour in simple ways, beginning to
identify some actions as right and wrong on the basis of consequences.
• can find out about aspects of religion through stories, music, or drama,
answer questions and communicate their responses.
• may communicate their feelings about what is special to them e.g. through
role play.
• can begin to understand that other people have needs and to respect these.
• can make purposeful relationships with others in group activity.

8
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Learners are more
secure in using the
skills and
understanding
they have gained

(Formerly called
P8)

Pupils can:
• can listen attentively to religious stories or to people talking about religion.
• can begin to understand that religious and other stories carry moral and
religious meaning.
• are increasingly able to communicate ideas, feelings or responses to
experiences or retell religious stories.
• can communicate simple facts about religion and important people in
religions.
• can begin to realise the significance of religious artefacts, symbols and
places.
• can reflect on what makes them happy, sad, excited or lonely.
• are able to demonstrate a basic understanding of what is right and wrong in
familiar situations.
• are often sensitive to the needs and feelings of others and show respect for
themselves and others.
• treat living things and their environment with care and concern.

Additional practical materials:
‘Growing in RE’, a booklet by Anne Krismann, is available free on the NATRE website at www.natre.org.uk
NATRE member link:
https://www.natre.org.uk/uploads/Member%20Resources/NATRE%20Resources/Primary%201000/SEND%20RE.
pdf
It provides a wealth of practical illustrations of great SEND RE work.
LB 1 21
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Agenda Item 8
National RE Updates for SACREs

Autumn 2021

Research into public perception of an education in religion and worldviews
In summer 2021, Culham St Gabriel’s Trust commissioned a survey to understand more about public perception
of an education in religion and worldviews. The language used in the questions was chosen to try to avoid these
misconceptions and to collect a more accurate set of data about what people thought about modern RE.
Some key findings:
Nearly two thirds (64%) of the UK adult population think that an education in religion and worldviews (or RE) is
an important part of the school curriculum today, new research has revealed, with a further 65% agreeing that
the subject has an impact on people’s ability to understand each other in wider society.
Find out more here: Research into public perception of an education in religion and worldviews (natre.org.uk)
How can SACRE capitalise on these findings to further improve RE provision in the LA?

Religious Studies: Public Examinations
Call for National Plan as Religious Studies GCSE entries fall
The number of pupils taking GCSE Religious Studies in England and Wales has fallen slightly in 2021, despite previously
remaining stable since 2017. To safeguard the subject, the Religious Education Council of England and Wales and the
National Association of Teachers of RE are calling for a National Plan, as recommended by the Commission on RE in
2018, to be funded by Government.
In England, RS GCSE entries for the full course fell by 2.4 percent to 221,419 compared with 226,767 in 2020. In Wales,
entries rose by 3.6 percent from 9,997 in 2020 to 10,358 in 2021. Overall entries in England, including both full and
short courses, fell by 3.4 percent to 237,091, compared with 245,544 in 2020. In Wales, combined entries fell by 5.4
percent from 15,436 in 2020 to 14,583 in 2021.
By comparison, GCSE entries to other humanities increased this year, with Geography entries up 4.1 percent to
274,715 and History up 0.8 percent to 286,706.

Hundreds more opt for Religious Studies at A-level in 2021
The number of Religious Studies A-level exam entries has increased 6.1 percent year on year. The subject
outperformed other A-level subjects as a whole, which increased by 5.1 percent, with a greater increase than most
other humanities subjects. Read NATRE’s full press release here: A Level results media release FINAL v2 10-08-21.pdf
(natre.org.uk)
How do these figures compare with the picture in our LA?
What action (if any) should SACRE be taking?

Inter Faith Week 2021
Inter Faith Week 2021 takes place from 14-21 November 2021, led by The Inter Faith Network for the UK (IFN).
Inter Faith Week is important for promoting mutual understanding and respect between those of different
faiths and beliefs.
This year Inter Faith Week starts on Remembrance Sunday and ends the following Sunday. For details about the
week, the best place to look is the Inter Faith Week website which contains a rich bank of resources for those
wishing to hold events. A new section has been created for schools. It contains bespoke materials for both Primary
and Secondary schools that are designed to support the delivery of a locally agreed syllabus. There is also a Golden
Rule poster on eleven different faith traditions, to download for display in a classroom or meeting room.
SACREs are asked to register any Interfaith Week events here: https://www.interfaithweek.org/events/submit.
For event ideas or further information, please contact Dr David Hampshire, Assistant Director of the Inter Faith
Network, at david.hampshire@interfaith.org.uk.
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Spirited Arts: NATRE’s annual competition for creative RE
Once again, in thew 17th year of its work, the Spirited Arts competition has had over 25 000 entries nationwide and
some stunning winners are available to view on the NATRE web gallery where themes for the next competition are
also announced. There are 5 themes:
• “We have more in common than that which divides us.” (Jo Cox MP, in asscociation wit the Jo Cox
Foundation)
• God’s good earth? (“Beautiful World, wonderful God?) An environmental theme in RE
• Searching for God
• A view of the world. Connecting to current ideas about worldviews
• Celebrations: Big days and big ideas
How could we encourage our schools to take part in this?
NATRE are providing online recorded training about the competition and schemes of work for primary and
secondary schools to use to engage with the opportunities. It runs for the full year till 31/7/22.
Here’s the link: (SACRE can see a PPT of winning entries if they wish)
https://www.natre.org.uk/about-natre/projects/spirited-arts/spirited-arts-2021/

Holocaust Memorial Day 2022
Holocaust Memorial Day is 27 January. SACREs, LAs and schools can find a wide variety of resources on the
Holocaust Memorial Day Trust (HMDT) website. The Trust is keen to encourage schools to mark HMD,
especially at a time when hate crime, intolerant/extremist views, anti-Semitism and anti-Muslim hate is
increasing.
The Trust also commends Generation to Generation (G2G), a charity that provides speakers to tell their
family Holocaust stories online or face-to-face to a variety of audiences. Through these engaging and
historically accurate presentations, integrating first-hand survivor testimony, G2G works to ensure the
lessons of the Holocaust are learned, promoting tolerance of all groups in society.
To consider how G2G can support SACRE or your schools and to book a speaker, visit
https://www.generation2generation.org.uk or book onto a free introductory event for educators:
https://www.generation2generation.org.uk/news/events/
How does SACRE support events such as Interfaith Week and Holocaust Memorial Day?
Could we be doing more?

NEW2RE - A great opportunity for NEW Secondary RE teachers
This scheme invites Secondary RE ECTs to join like this:
Will you be a secondary Early Career Teacher in September 2021? If so NATRE’s New2RE is the best
support RE teachers can get.
For further information on the benefits of joining the programme as well as how to join click on this link:
NEW2RE - A great opportunity for NEW Secondary RE teachers (natre.org.uk)
How can SACRE raise awareness and support teachers with access to CPD and networking opportunities?

Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools (SIAMS)
The Church of England Education Office (CEEO) has announced that SIAMS inspections will resume in
the Autumn term 2021 (from 1st October 2021). SIAMS inspections were paused in March 2020. A new national
team has been appointed to manage the restart and schedule inspections in the future. More information,
including a list of schools likely to be inspected in the academic year 2021-2022, can be found here: SIAMS
Inspections | The Church of England .
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NASACRE News
NASACRE Annual AGM and Conference 2021 and 2022
2021 was NASACRE's first online conference with multiple speakers and 10 breakout rooms hosting over 200
delegates. The conference report can be found here.
The 2022 AGM and Conference will be held at the Macdonald Burlington Hotel, Birmingham, on Monday 23 May
2022. Can someone from our SACRE volunteer to attend on our behalf?
The theme is Ambitious SACREs and the NASACRE conference team is now beginning to pull the programme
together. Thanks for all your suggestions about what you need from our training days to support your local
work.

Westhill Awards 2021-22 - the Winners
Over the last fifteen years, the Westhill/NASACRE Awards have successfully given SACREs opportunities to
enhance their capacity to generate high quality experiences in RE (and collective worship) for their schools.
This year, NASACRE again encouraged and invited individual SACREs (or SACREs in partnership) to apply for an
award of up to £4,000.
Here are brief outlines of the winning bids:
Bromley SACRE - Pupils being made ready to pose ‘big questions’ to SACRE members relating to their faith, at
an interfaith dialogue event promoting the aims of the new RE Agreed Syllabus.
Leeds SACRE in association with Calderdale and Kirklees SACREs - Creating a high quality film of a local
synagogue, to enable pupils to visit it virtually, with supporting materials and options for live online sessions
with representatives from the community.
Nottinghamshire SACRE - Pupils in Years 5/6 discovering the impact faith can have through exploring
adherents’ involvement in social projects, and then creating resources for use across the county.
Tameside SACRE - Training and accrediting educators from faith communities, allied with support to schools
and resource materials, thus promoting more effective visits to faith centres.
Wolverhampton SACRE - Mounting two day-conferences for Secondary pupils, to develop teaching resources
for exploring faith perspectives on diversity and racial equality.
NASACRE is running a free online session as part of their training programme on 6 December 2021, 7-8pm: How
to apply for a WESTHILL/NASACRE Award
How can SACRE engage with NASACRE in the coming academic year? Should we plan to apply for one of these
awards next year?

CPD and networking opportunities
Strictly RE - save the date! 29 & 30 January 2022
Strictly RE is back! NATRE will be hosting its national annual conference online for your convenience and
peace of mind while still giving you everything you love about Strictly RE without having to leave your
home.
Keep your eyes peeled for Strictly RE updates on the NATRE website!
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BSA SocRel Chair’s Response Day: Teaching Religion
This event will gather new ideas, experiences and critiques of the state of the teaching of religion in the UK
today. It will take place on 12 November 2021 (10am–5:30pm) at University of Nottingham (on campus)
Bookings are now open. Find out more here: BSA SocRel Study Group Response Day - November 2021
(britsoc.co.uk)

#REChatUK twitter forum
Occurs the first Monday of every month in term time.
The next one is 4 October 2021: What do we mean by substantive and disciplinary knowledge in RE?
Please save the date in your diary. You can view the timetable here: #REchatUK (natre.org.uk)

Buddhist Resources: A request for help
Culham St Gabriels is asking for assistance from members of the Buddhist community with project to
produce resources
Dr Kate Christopher writes:
"A former Teach:RE student who is a Buddhist is working on a website for teachers to access resources on
Buddhism. She has given us this text and link to a survey.
We are a group of teachers and Buddhists who wish to translate our knowledge and experience In teaching
Buddhism to children and teenagers into useful resources for others. This short survey aims to find out what
would be the most helpful. We are seeking to build a picture of the needs regarding Buddhism, of those
working in the area of teaching religion and ethics in schools.
We are grateful for your input and ideas.
All the best,
Amalee Rycroft and colleagues

Resources
What's Your Worldview?
Here is a video clip to help teachers and leaders of RE understand the concept of ‘worldview’: WHAT'S YOUR
WORLDVIEW? (QUIZ) - YouTube

Check out the REtoday Library website
This fantastic resource lets you explore all our REtoday magazine content on a searchable, indexed
website.
There is no quicker way for you to find inspiring, practical RE lesson ideas and more.
NATRE members get FREE access to Professional REflection articles and can SAVE £10 off the annual
subscription.
Home » REtoday Online Library (retodaylibrary.org.uk)
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Gender and Religion Today: School Resources
Woolf Institute has developed an online course Gender and Religion Today and related age-appropriate
materials for teachers searching for new, accessible materials to support classroom teaching across UK
national curriculum.
They centre on a new series of short videos, offering a fresh way to teach and consider religion through the
lens of gender.
Find more details here: https://www.woolf.cam.ac.uk/outreach/education/gender-and-religion-todayschoolresources?utm_source=emailmarketing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=professional_natre_memb
ers_newsletter_with_download_september_2021&utm_content=2021-09-22

Research for RE
RE:Online has had a bit of a refresh - check it out and access some of the latest research online.
Don't miss 'Research of the Month' featuring a different piece of research each month.
Visit the website: Research of the Month - RE:ONLINE (reonline.org.uk)

Visiting a Mosque: a free resource for teachers
Teachers can now access the free online resource pack, Visiting a Mosque, by following this link:
www.visitmymosque.org/for-re-teachers
The pack is intended to support and empower RE teachers in organising and delivering school visits to places of
worship, such as mosques. There are also signposts to “virtual” mosque tours included in this pack as an
additional resource and to increase familiarity and confidence when organising in-person visits.
How can SACRE ensure that teachers are aware of and have access to access to good quality teaching and learning
resources to support RE in its schools?
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